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Rojeco Wireless 2.5L smart fountain/drinker for dog and cat
Provide  your  beloved  pet  with  constant  access  to  fresh  water.  Rojeco's  2.5L  smart  drinker  encourages  dogs  and  cats  to  hydrate
themselves and uses an effective 4-layer filtration system. A practical indicator will let you know when the tank needs to be refilled. The
device  is  equipped  with  a  low-pressure  pump,  which  works  extremely  quietly  -  the  level  of  noise  generated  does  not  exceed  30  dB.
Thanks to the design consisting of 2 bowls, it will be perfect for homes with more than one animal.
 
Large capacity
Thanks to the fact that the capacity of Rojeco drinker is as much as 2.5 l, you do not have to worry about the need for frequent refilling of
water.  The  transparent  window  of  the  device  allows  you  to  conveniently  check  the  status  of  the  tank,  and  the  indicator  provides
information about its too low level.
 
Reliable access to water
The  Rojeco  device  stores  75  ml  of  water,  which  it  provides  in  case  of  power  failure.  This  ensures  that  your  pet  will  be  able  to  stay
hydrated in any situation.
 
4-layer filtration system
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You can rest assured that the Rojeco waterer will always provide your pet with fresh and clean water. The device uses a 4-layer filtration
system, which consists of two layers of non-woven fabric, activated carbon and ion-exchange resin. As a result, it reliably eliminates hair,
dust, food residue, chlorine residue and other impurities.
 
For the care of your pet
Are you worried that your four-legged friend is  not drinking enough water? The Rojeco drinker will  help solve this problem! It  offers 2
bowls with charming spouts in the shape of goldfish, from which water flows around the clock. The solution used is sure to attract the
cats' attention. In addition, the width of the bowls allows convenient watering without the risk of wetting the pet's delicate whiskers.
 
Quiet operation
Deciding on a Rojeco drinker, you do not have to give up silence. The noise generated by the device does not exceed 30 dB. This allows
you to relax comfortably at home, knowing that your pet can enjoy access to clean water at any time.
 
Safe Work
The Rojeco smart waterer utilizes a wired induction base that delivers only 5V to the fountain itself, increasing user safety.
 
Hassle-free maintenance
Disassembling the drinker will not cause you any difficulties. All parts of the device except the base can be washed under running water
without any problems. Thus, keeping it clean will not be a challenge for you.
 
Included:
Smart drinker
Filter
Water pump
1.5m USB-C cable
Adapter
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Rojeco
	Model
	RYSJ-13
	Capacity
	2.5 l
	Dimensions
	25.6 x 16.7 x 12.8 cm
	Weight
	880 g

Preço:

€ 40.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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